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8–9pm, Monday, November 12, 2018, PHYS112.

1. Please make sure that it is your name printed on the exam booklet. Enter your
student ID number, and signature in the space provided on this page, NOW!

2. This is a closed book exam.

3. This exam contains multiple choice questions and work-out questions. For multiple
choice questions, there is no need to justify your answers. You have one hour to
complete it. The students are suggested not spending too much time on a single
question, and working on those that you know how to solve.

4. Use the back of each page for rough work.

5. Neither calculators nor help sheets are allowed.
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Signature: Date:



Question 1: [12%, Work-out question, Learning Objectives 4, 5] Consider the following
continuous-time periodic signal x(t):

x(t) =


|t| if −3 ≤ t ≤ 3

3 if 3 < t ≤ 6

periodic with period 9

. (1)

Let ak denote the Continuous-Time Fourier Series coefficients of x(t).
Consider another signal y(t):

y(t) =


−1 if 0 < t ≤ 3

1 if 3 < t ≤ 6

0 if 6 < t ≤ 9

periodic with period 9

. (2)

Let bk denote the Continuous-Time Fourier Series coefficients of y(t).

1. [12%] Express the value of bk in terms of ak.

Hint 1: It will be useful if you can plot x(t) and y(t) first.
Hint 2: You may need to combine more than one properties.





Question 2: [20%, Work-out question, Learning Objectives 2, 3, 4, and 5] Consider the
following discrete-time signal:

x[n] = ej0.1πn + ej0.2πn (3)

and a DT-LTI system with the following impulse response:

h[n] =

{
e−n if 0 ≤ n

0 otherwise.
(4)

1. [8%] Find the DTFS of x[n].

2. [12%] Let y[n] denote the output of this LTI system when the input is x[n]. Find
the DTFS of y[n].

Hint 1: You may need the following formula:

∞∑
k=1

ark−1 =
a

1− r
if |r| < 1. (5)

Hint 2: If you do not know the answer to the previous subquestion, you can assume
the following:

(a) The period of x[n] is 100.

(b) The DTFS coefficients of x[n] are

ak =

{
k if 1 ≤ k ≤ 20

0 if 21 ≤ k ≤ 100
(6)

You will receive full mark if your answer is correct. However, please indicately explic-
itly whether you are solving the original question or you are solving the alternative
questio.





Question 3: [14%, Work-out question, Learning Objectives 4 and 5] Consider a continuous
time signal x(t):

x(t) =


2 + t if −2 ≤ t < 2

4 if 2 ≤ t < 5

0 otherwise

. (7)

Let X(jω) denote the CTFT of x(t).

1. [6%] Find the value of X(j0).

2. [8%] Find the value of
∫∞
−∞X(jω)ej2ωdω.





Question 4: [15%, Work-out question, Learning Objectives 2, 3, 4 and 5] Consider the
following signal x(t)

x(t) =

(
sin(4t) sin(5t)

(πt)2

)
∗ sin(6t)

πt
(8)

where the notation “∗” means convolution. Find the corresponding Fourier transform
X(jω) and plot it for the range of −12 < ω < 12.





Question 5: [16%, Work-out question, Learning Objectives 4, 5, and 6] Consider a discrete
time signal

x[n] =
1∑

k=0

(k + 1)ej2.5kπn (9)

Find the corresponding DTFT X(ejω) and plot it for the range of −2π < ω < 2π.





Question 6: [23%, Learning Objectives 3, 4, 5, and 6] Consider the following AM trans-

mission system. The input signal is x(t) = sin(t)
πt

. We first multiply x(t) by cos(4t). That
is,

y(t) = x(t) · cos(4t).

The transmitter then transmits signal y(t) through the antenna.
At the receiver side, we first multiply y(t) by 2 sin(4t). That is z(t) = y(t)·2 sin(4t) and

then pass z(t) through a low pass filter with cutoff frequency W = 7.5 rad/sec. Denote
the final output by w(t) = z(t) ∗ hLPF(t).

1. [18%] Plot the CTFT W (jω) of w(t) for the range of −10 < ω < 10.

2. [5%] Find the expression of w(t).

Hint 1: This is a more advanced question. Please work on it after you have finished
other questions.

Hint 2: If you do not know how to solve this question, you can write down the
transmitter and receiver diagrams of AM-DSB when (i) filtering a radio signal to make it
of bandwidth 10k Hz; (ii) then sending the filtered signal using carrier frequency 950kHz;
and (iii) the receiver needs to demodulate the original signal. You need to carefully mark
all the frequency parameters used in your scheme with the correct unit. If your answer is
correct, you will receive 13 points.





Discrete-time Fourier series

x[n] =
∑

k=〈N〉
ake

jk(2π/N)n (1)

ak =
1

N

∑

n=〈N〉
x[n]e−jk(2π/N)n (2)

Continuous-time Fourier series

x(t) =
∞∑

k=−∞
ake

jk(2π/T )t (3)

ak =
1

T

∫

T

x(t)e−jk(2π/T )tdt (4)

Continuous-time Fourier transform

x(t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
X(jω)ejωtdω (5)

X(jω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
x(t)e−jωtdt (6)

Discrete-time Fourier transform

x[n] =
1

2π

∫

2π

X(jω)ejωndω (7)

X(ejω) =
∞∑

n=−∞
x[n]e−jωn (8)

Laplace transform

x(t) =
1

2π
eσt

∫ ∞

−∞
X(σ + jω)ejωtdω (9)

X(s) =

∫ ∞

−∞
x(t)e−stdt (10)

Z transform

x[n] = rnF−1(X(rejω)) (11)

X(z) =
∞∑

n=−∞
x[n]z−n (12)
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